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8. How the Mind Works 
 

a. An Overview: 
 
For our purposes we can still see the mind in basic Freudian terms of Conscious and Subconscious. We 
might see the conscious, intellectual part of the brain as the pre-frontal cortex. This is the part of us that 
interacts with the world at large. It is ‘attached’ to an amazing resource, the main cortex of the brain, 
which is exclusive to human beings. It is this part of the subconscious brain that Erickson thought, quite 
rightly as it happens, that everyone had sufficient wisdom and resourcefulness to be able to cope with 
life effectively. In fact, when we operate from the perspective and support of this part we can be very 
streamlined and positive. 
 
The Resource-A Library Metaphor: Think of a 100-neuron column (in the grey matter) as 
containing the information in a 100-page book, and the white matter (which connects with other 
neurons) as the bibliography that connects the information in the book to other books. Furthermore, 
think of the entire cerebral cortex as a library, the columns as library books, and the some 100 
Brodman areas that encompass the cerebral cortex as the various library areas (that contain books 
and other information on History, Science etc.) 
 
Library shelf areas are thus assigned to a given category of books – fiction in one, science in 
another and so on. A student would generally gather information from several books in a given 
area while preparing a report on that topic and would ignore library areas and books unrelated to 
the research topic. In similar fashion our brains gather the information that it needs from the brain 
areas specialised to provide the necessary information or function, and does not activate other 
unrelated areas. 
 
Important library topics have more shelf space allotted to them than less important topics, but the 
library’s shelf space can be reorganised to accommodate an expanding collection of books in a 
category. Dedicated (or modular) neuronal systems can similarly recruit neurons from less 
dedicated surrounding areas if they need more power to process their task. We can observe this 
developing spatial inequality in the larger amount of motor cortex space dedicated to coordinating 
movement in a person’s dominant arm or hand compared with the other, or in the expansion of 
neuronal space devoted to left-hand digital capabilities in a right-handed person, when they 
become a violin student. 
 
The brain, or at least the main cortex, is a ‘solution-based’ organism. As part of his development 
programme man has always been given a ‘reward’ for being positive. In effect it was a reward for being 
successful (the production of certain important chemicals in the brain that promote feelings of well-
being, calm, certainty, excitement etc.). When the mind is working in a successful solution-based mode, 
and the intellectual part of the mind will endeavour to do that, ’work’ is continued over and above 
conscious awareness. Part of our R.E.M sleep will, if the right environment is created, be given over to 
finding solutions. Most people will have experienced the phenomena of awakening in the morning with 
the ‘answer’. 
 
The development of the intellectual part came about as part of the ‘genetic accident’, giving human 
beings the ability to daydream. This immediately put man on the evolutionary fast track that quickly 
distanced him from his nearest neighbours. Being able to forecast a positive outcome tomorrow based 
on what he did yesterday gave him unequalled incentive to be inventive. Beforehand, man had certainly 
been able to learn instinctively. Now he was able to learn intellectually from experience and imagining 
outcomes. He was able to continually improve his performance and he was programmed to do so. From 
an evolutionary perspective, the more successful he was as hunter-provider, the more the human race 
flourished. He survived and his family survived. 
 
While the development of the intellectual brain continued at pace, the much older, instinctive part has 
remained just as active. This limbic system, headed up by the Amygdala, constitutes and initiates our 
survival instincts based on our fight or flight responses. In the physically dangerous world of early man 
vigilance and strength were valuable commodities. No doubt though that intellectual progression led to 
more and more ‘sophisticated’ danger. Day-dreaming, while continuing as a force for good, inevitably 
acquired a negative aspect to it. This increased the sensitivity of the limbic system response as the 
amygdala responds to thoughts, or imagination, in the same way as to actual events.
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The amygdala areas are located in the lower frontal areas of the temporal lobes. Place a finger 
on either temple and the amygdala will be about 1.5 inches into the brain. 
 
If incoming sensory information that passes through the amygdala portends imminent danger 
(such as loud sound, sudden movement, or something known to be dangerous) the amygdala will 
rapidly signal to the nearby hypothalamus to initiate an appropriate response – fight, flight, or 
freeze. Fearful information is simultaneously sent into the cingulated area of the cortex for 
conscious thought about alternative responses. The amygdala also adds emotional content to 
memory of an experience when appropriate for use in similar subsequent situations. (See 8(5) 
The Limbic system – anatomy of anxiety) 
 

b. Pattern Matching 
 
Information is held in the intellectual part of our brain as well as the primitive part. Pattern matching is 
the process by which the brain habitually organises experience and endeavours to make sense of it. 
Throughout our lives our brains are constantly seeking to match up given patterns, or templates, some 
of which we are born with, to stimuli in the environment. The intellectual part of the mind seeks to 
progress and improve and in the process change templates for our betterment.  
 
The limbic system constantly scans the environment for potential threats. It compares all incoming 
stimulation supplied by the various senses with survival templates, or fear memories, to decide if they 
are life-threatening or life-enhancing. A crackle of twigs or a sudden silence in the forest may trigger the 
alarm system, because previous experience of a crackle or silence has signalled a predator, thus 
setting in train the flight, fight or freeze response. An experience is formed into sensory, sometimes 
emotional, memory and is passed to an adjacent and also primitive part of the brain, the hippocampus. 
Recent experiences are stored here before they are transferred to the neo-cortex as a narrative 
memory. 
 
When a deeply traumatic event occurs, the emotional reaction is so strong that the memory is retained 
in the limbic system. The event itself and various aspects surrounding it are now seen as having ‘life-
threatening’ potential. A template is formed containing all the necessary information to ensure that a 
similar event is avoided at all costs. (Le Doux J.E. 1992). Thereafter whenever there is a match, or even 
a partial match, the amygdala fires off the alarm reaction. Because this happens at a subconscious 
level, and sometimes is metaphorical, the experience is often an incomprehensible state of alarm. This 
is the fear, phobic, or PTSD response. 
 

 
c. Anxiety and its Creation 
 

(1) An overview. 
The criteria for creating a fear response appears to be the total level of emotion/anxiety experienced at 
the time of the event. This level is, of course, also influenced by the person’s personality and the 
general level of stress at the time of the incident. (Wilson J.P. and Kean T.M 1997). This explains why 
only a small number of people exposed to traumatic events develop fear responses. It also explains why 
children, because they are generally more emotionally reactive to events, especially when too young to 
have an understanding of the actual ‘danger’ involved, are prone to being predisposed to fear creation. 
 
The precise way in which the amygdala and the hippocampus interact is not yet completely clear. This 
is particularly so in the area of newly ‘discovered’ fears. One will often hear in the consulting room ‘I 
never used to be afraid of flying but I am now’, ‘I used to enjoy lecturing but not now’. Whatever the 
ambiguity of this, the common theme is invariably that the person’s general stress has increased and 
this will always be in concert with the fear response. It is as if the pre-frontal cortex is losing control of 
more and more aspects of that person’s life – which is, in fact, exactly what is happening. 
 
We can see therefore, that there is a direct relationship between anxiety and intellectual control. When 
we do encounter that polar bear or whatever – something that constitutes extreme danger - the alarm 
system is activated. Responsibility moves immediately from the pre-frontal cortex to the limbic system. 
The human body prepares to deal with the physical danger. In the case of a polar bear a hasty ‘flight’ 
might well be the best option. 
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Since, nowadays, people are rarely in the presence of life-threatening events and yet still suffer from 
‘panic attacks’, it is clear that the trigger is a progressive rising in the person’s general anxiety level. It 
does not matter whether it is a single event, like meeting a polar bear, or a series of smaller fearful 
happenings, that raises the level. As soon as the level reaches what is seen by the amygdala as 
‘danger-level’ then the survival, fight or flight, response will be triggered. When we face a ‘dreadful’ 
experience and our anxiety reaches danger level we lose intellectual control and the primitive areas of 
the mind take over. Our survival is paramount and the primitive mind does not want input from our 
intellectual mind, which could slow down our response time by presenting us with too many possible 
options for action. We need to simply react immediately. Sadly it is the same in life, even when our 
anxiety/stress levels have risen gradually. As the level rises the influence of the primitive mind 
increases. Ultimately, a person can maintain an almost constant state of panic. Even when the source 
of the high stress level is, in fact, the result of a person’s negative thought patterns, the primitive mind 
will paradoxically add to the pain and confusion by scanning the environment to find the source of alarm 
- the Amygdala noting all kinds of possible panic ‘situations’ and storing them for future reference. Not 
surprisingly then, for many people, the association is often with the environment where the panic attack 
happened – the supermarket, the lecture room, the motorway etc. It is possible that there is a dormant 
template, often created in childhood, which was ready to be activated by the over vigilant, over sensitive 
mind. What we know is that the noose tightens as the primitive mind increases its control, often 
restricting that person’s ability to continue with any normal life. 
 
Two things perhaps should be mentioned here. Ultimately, whatever the situation, the pre-frontal cortex 
appears to have the ability to take control, or regain control from, the limbic system. The mind will 
generally respond to the most dominant thought. If that emanates from the intellectual mind then that 
has the priority, even in the most desperate situations. This explains how individuals can show 
exceptional abilities to remain calm, in control, and brave when faced with a life-threatening situation, 
particularly where a member of the family faces the danger, such as in a burning building. They can 
overcome the survival response that insists that they keep away from the danger. Secondly, it is 
possible, with modern techniques, to reduce anxiety and to move memories that have become locked 
into the emotional, primitive brain (see the Rewind Technique). 
 
As anxiety in life is reduced the intellectual mind regains control. This would be brought about by a 
reversal of the exact process that caused anxiety in the first place. Learning to think positively will, in 
due course, reverse this process. Anxiety/stress is rarely caused by the environment per se. If that was 
the case then everyone who suffers bereavement, bankruptcy, redundancy etc. would be clinically 
angry, depressed, or anxious. This is patently not so. Clinical illness emanating from the emotional brain 
is more often than not caused by our negative thought patterns in response to our environment.  
 
Part of the ‘genetic accident’ gave us that often unfortunate ability to negatively introspect about both 
the future and the past. We will remember that there is no difference between imagination and reality as 
far as our emotional responses are concerned. Initially we can create these responses ourselves as a 
result of the happenings in our lives. They can be learned responses, being a worrier, being negative, 
being miserable like other members of the family - particularly parents – or negative aspects of our 
personality. Whatever way the emotional brain will interpret negativity as some form of stress. When we 
are stressed we are programmed to think negatively. When we meet a polar bear we are not supposed 
to think that maybe it has already eaten, or that it will not like our red jacket and run away. That type of 
thinking obviously could cause our downfall. So a person suffering stress will automatically tend to think 
negatively, but as we have pointed out, given the right personality or help from the right therapist, this 
can be overcome using the intellectual mind. 
 
Once we have created anxiety we have to rely on the mechanism of REM sleep to deal with it. In 
practise our nocturnal rapid eye movement ‘moves’ trauma from the amygdala/hippocampus set up to 
the main cortex. It does this because we view the situation in ‘clear’ or in metaphor while in the 
dissociated state of sleep.(diagram p.11) Re-running the events of the day like this changes them from 
emotional, painful, memories to narrative memories i.e. memories of painful events. (See R.E.M 8h). 
 
Unfortunately, for one reason or another, we have limited R.E.M time – about 20% of our overall sleep. 
If we are unable to deal with all the anxiety/negativity being created during the day then this becomes a 
backlog, and raises our stress levels generally. It is this level that is critical to the brain. At a certain 
point the balance begins to shift from the intellectual area to the emotional primitive area. Now the mind 
is operating within the parameters of anger, anxiety, or depression. In addition, when the amygdala 
assumes general influence it appears to have ‘personality’ traits that exacerbate the stress. As 
explained previously, the amygdala encourages negativity and sees things from the perspective of the 
‘worst possible scenario’. It is also an ‘obsessional’ mind. If there were actual danger we would need to 
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be reminded of it constantly. Because it is not an intellect it is rarely innovative, it has to rely on previous 
patterns. These patterns are invariably negative. The combination of negativity, increased vigilance, and 
obsessional thought, particularly about negative aspects of the past and possible future, can accelerate 
illness. 
 
The intellectual mind is different. Perhaps the most important knowledge that we can glean from modern 
research is that the main cortex of the brain is on, what appears to be, a veritable mission to find 
credible solutions. In effect, to supply the best possible options based on the information to hand. The 
intellectual mind is balanced in its appraisal and will endeavour to come up a proper assessment of any 
given situation. When the mind is not being over-influenced by emotional arousal the main cortex of the 
brain is capable of ever more subtle evaluation procedures. The neo-cortex is, quite simply, nature’s 
solution to the need for adaptable responses to our ever-changing environment. 
 
The intellectual mind continually makes new connections, strengthening valuable ones as we make use 
of them and allowing others to wither when they are less useful. It can hold onto and store whatever 
information is pertinent to its current project and use new information to modify or de-select other 
responses. We can begin to see the implication of solution based interaction in the consulting room. 
 
To illustrate that the brain is working on a continuing basis, Rodolfo Llinas, head of Neuroscience at The 
New York University School of Medicine, uses the analogy of going into a department store as the 
constant neuronal activity in the brain. 

 
Before you enter the store, you (the stimulus) might look through the window. If you did you 
would see a group of assistants talking to each other. There could be considerable activity 
and communication. You enter the store, making yourself a new incoming stimulus. At first 
the assistants keep chatting, they may have sensed you but they are not yet paying 
attention. You clear your throat loudly. One, or even two, will look at you. You now have at 
least part of the brain’s attention. If you say ‘I want to buy a coat’ suddenly all are attentive. 
You now have the brain’s attention. Having become conscious of the stimulus a few 
assistants take action. One goes to the racks, after checking sizes etc. Another might go to 
the cash register. Yet another might go to the storeroom to fetch a size 14. Some of those 
remaining will continue with store duties, rearranging the shirts, changing prices etc. Still 
others might be on another floor, or in the front window rearranging the display, probably 
unaware of what is happening in the overcoat department. 

 
The brain deciding, responding, attending, confirming. 

 
So, neurons are always communicating and acting, even in the background. Always in a ‘ready’ state. 
Certainly never idle. Rearranging shelves, building displays, changing the layout etc. Some neurons 
responding to a stimulus or stimuli while others continue with their on-going tasks – but always on the 
basis of information already received. 
 
It might cross our minds that if the stimulus was over powerful, either appropriately or inappropriately, 
the on-going tasks that keep the store competitive could be neglected. These activities might be 
conscious. To take this metaphor further we could imagine what might happen if someone comes into 
the store and points a gun at one of the assistants. Initially panic! Then, if there are enough positive 
thinking assistants, a well thought out plan of action could be created to contain and/or overcome this 
threat. If, however, too many assistants are negatively thinking – ‘We’re all going to die’, ‘We’ll be 
robbed and I’ll lose my job’ etc. then no well designed strategy for dealing with the problem will occur 
and panic will continue, with possibly disastrous consequences. 
 
Another modern metaphor is elaborated by Ratey, in his book ‘A User’s guide to the Brain’, where he 
sees the brain as three main functionary areas. He refers to the pre-frontal cortex as the Chief 
Executive, the CEO, or the Boss. The Anterior Cingulate he describes as being in so many aspects like 
the Boss’s secretary. The Amygdala, heading up the ‘Health and Safety division, he sees as the Fire 
and Safety officer. 
 
We can elaborate on this – we are aware that when the going gets really tough, a fire emergency for 
example, the safety officer will take control and follow pre-determined procedures. The Boss will no 
doubt go along with this although he or she will have the ability, albeit sometimes a difficult option, to 
reassume overall command. The Anterior Cingulate, the Secretary, like all good P.A’s, will try to have to 
hand the best information available for the Boss at any given time. He, or she, has an incomparable 
resource asset to work with in the main cortex of the brain, the ‘library’. As is the way with all good 
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The Boss’s Secretary 
Anterior cingulated gyrus 

The Boss 
Pre-frontal cortex 

The Fire and Safety 
Officer 

Amygdala 

P.A’s, the information and advice provided will be up to date, relevant to the task, and ahead of the 
game. It will also reflect, in many ways, the likes, dislikes and personality ‘foibles’ of the Boss. At times 
too the Anterior Ciingulate will accept the authority of the Fire and Safety Officer, and his often 
continuing advice will be allowed passage through to the Boss – the cortizole factor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(2) How the Subconscious protects us and why that can cause problems.  
 Adapted by Stefanie Newton 
 
Under excessive pressure we all respond in one of three ways; anxiety, anger, or depression - or a 
combination of these. These states are ancient animal responses that evolved to help us survive, and 
they override our ability to think sensibly. This is because in certain circumstances it is better to trust our 
instincts. For example, it is necessary to become anxious and hyper-alert, and able to act instantly 
without conscious thought when there is a possible danger present. It is appropriate to become angry if 
you or your family are being attacked and you have to retaliate. It is also helpful to depress the system 
in order to be able to endure periods of forced inactivity - for example, when periods of extreme weather 
conditions kept people immured in caves for weeks on end, or when illness or food shortages etc 
required them to conserve their energy. 
 
In the modern world we are subject to just as many threats as ancient man. Job insecurity, the constant 
requirement for money for food, housing, fuel, old age etc. Even the fact that we are not in charge of 
providing our own food, building our own house, gathering our own fuel creates its own stress. In fact, 
we are dependant on many other people for our basic needs who don't always make the decisions for 
our wellbeing we perceive as wise, and who also need paying. We also live in very concentrated 
populations, often surrounded by strangers, and far from the people who could provide the love and 
support we need. These, and other conditions, create a climate of stress, and our subconscious mind 
reacts to protect us. 
 
If, for one reason or another, we are unable to change our circumstances, or cannot develop flexible 
enough responses to our circumstances, we can develop chronic anger problems, long-lasting 

The Ratey Metaphor 
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depression, or one of a whole range of disabling anxiety disorders. Our subconscious or emotional mind 
keeps us in these powerful negative trance states which, among other things, suppress the immune 
system. Then, because mind and body are intimately bound together, we can be assailed by a host of 
physical symptoms ranging from paralysis and pain to skin problems and sexual difficulties. 
 
These harmful states are maintained because our emotional mind is much older in evolutionary terms 
than our thinking mind. Our conscious mind changes with the times and we learn new skills and adapt 
to new ideas and precepts, generally easily and quickly. Our subconscious mind, however, is not so 
flexible. It is largely outside or our conscious control and necessarily so - our conscious mind could not 
possibly cope with performing the million plus tasks simultaneously that our subconscious mind carries 
out routinely - breathing, rate of breathing, heartbeat, rate of heartbeat, cell division, blood-clotting etc. 
These autonomic tasks have remained essentially the same since we evolved, and are a function of all 
living things. Consciously we can only do seven, plus or minus two, tasks at the same time, no more. 
 
Trance is useful and essential. In the trance state we can hand things over to the subconscious mind 
when we want to perform an automatic function, leaving us room to think about other things. For 
instance, once driving a car becomes largely automatic, or subconscious, we can concentrate on the 
unexpected and changing situations that occur. So the automatic part of us is in a trance state, and very 
useful it is when we need an emergency stop! However, if it becomes necessary to alter one of those 
automatic actions - imagine the brake and the accelerator were switched - we know how difficult it is to 
change. 
 
The subconscious is designed to react to our emotions. When we imagine a threat we react to the 
thought emotionally, and our subconscious immediately comes to our rescue, and switches on one, or a 
mixture of, the three responses - anxiety, anger, or depression. So it's no good telling someone who is 
afraid to go out that there is no danger - their thinking mind already know that. But somehow going out 
has become associated with danger in their subconscious, and even the thought creates the fear that 
creates the state of anxiety. 
 
It is this fear that lets the subconscious know when we need protecting, and it acts immediately and 
powerfully. These reactions, being instinctive, are not meant to be debated over - while you are doing 
that the bear will have caught and killed you - no, your subconscious produces a trance state and you 
act accordingly. So the subconscious does not like to be interfered with, and is resistant to conscious 
change, but luckily, not irrevocably. 
 
Children react to the world emotionally, not intellectually, until about five years of age. Therefore their 
perceived patterns of danger are very much taken notice of by the subconscious. Being an unthinking, 
uncritical mind, the subconscious does not evaluate the actual danger, or otherwise, of these patterns of 
behaviour - losing our temper, crying easily, feeling helpless, - and leads to a whole range of irrational 
responses, often based on precedents laid down in our childhood. 
 
These symptoms only lift when the negative trance is broken. This can happen by chance in the normal 
run of life, if our overall stress level drops enough, or when a therapist intervenes effectively. 
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(3) The “intellectual” brain – the “emotional” brain 
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(4) The Limbic system – The anatomy of anxiety 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
A: THE SHORT CUT When startled, the brain automatically engages an emergency hot line to its 

fear centre, the amygdala. Once activated, the amygdala sends the equivalent of an all-points bulletin that 
alerts other brain structures. The result is the classic fear response: sweaty palms, rapid heartbeat, 
increased blood pressure and a burst of adrenaline. All this happens before the mind is conscious of having 
smelled or touched anything. Before you know why you’re afraid, you are. 
 

B: THE HIGH ROAD Only after fear response is activated does the conscious mind kick into 

gear. Some sensory information, rather than travelling directly to the amygdala, takes a more circuitous 
route, stopping first at the thalamus – the processing hub for sensory cues – and then the cortex – the outer 
layer of brain cells. The cortex analyses the raw data streaming in through the senses and decides whether 
they require a fear response. If they do, the cortex signals the amygdala, and the body stays on alert. 
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d. Depression, Anxiety, Anger and General Symptomology 
 

(1) An overview. 
We can see that the type of explanation we give ourselves is of the utmost importance. Yapko calls it 
our ‘attributional style’, and it is critical. It determines whether or not we get locked into depression, 
while others with equal, or more, hardship in their lives do not. When we allow emotional arousal free 
rein it diverts the higher cortex away from its highly evolved ability to tolerate ambiguity – to tolerate the 
uncertainties of life.  
 
From a Human Givens perspective the three most important variables determining our attributional style 
are:  
 
 How personally we take events 
 How pervasive we view events to be 
 How permanent we think an event is. 
 
If we take things personally, interpret events as all pervasive and think that set-backs last forever, we 
will inevitably generate more negative emotion thereby repeatedly turning on the fight or flight 
responses until it becomes endemic. 
 
When people catastrophise they will make themselves feel very hostile, irritable/angry, miserable or 
frightened. Anger, anxiety and depression are very primitive response patterns. 
 
Anger can be seen as a way to give us strength and bravery if we need to defend ourselves against 
enemies or aggressive people. By taking away our rational, intellectual, ability to think we can be braver 
because we are not, for the time that we are ‘in anger’, weighing up our chances or worrying about the 
consequences of failure. 
 
Anxiety – the first response – can be seen as a natural consequence of living in the dangerous world 
inhabited by our ancestors. 
 
Depression can clearly be seen as a sensible response to the uncertainties of the food supply in a 
primitive world. When food becomes very scarce, either perhaps through bad weather conditions or an 
inability to hunt because of illness or injury, then shutting down the body and mind conserves energy 
and reduces the need for food. In the modern world we have adapted this response to stress from other 
sources but there is perhaps a difference. Some people have lost the ability to re-adapt as the situation 
improves. 
 
(2) Criteria for Major Depression Episode 
Five (or more) of the following symptoms have been present during the same two-week period and 
represent a change from previous functioning. At least one of the symptoms is either:  
 

(a) depressed mood, or  
(b) loss of interest or pleasure. 

 
1. Depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either subjective report (e.g. 

feels sad or empty) or observation made by others (e.g. appears tearful). 
Note: In children and adolescents can be irritable mood. 

 
2. Markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of the day, nearly 

every day (as indicated by either subjective account or observation made by others). 
 
3. Significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g. a change of more than 5% of body 

weight in a month), or decrease or increase in appetite nearly every day. 
Note: In children failure to make expected weight gains. 
 

4. Insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day. 
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5. Psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by others, not merely 
subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed down). 
 

6. Fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day. 
 

7. Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be delusional) nearly 
every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being sick). 
 

8. Diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every day (either by 
subjective account or as observed by others). 
 

9. Recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation without a specific 
plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for committing suicide. More often than not ‘is this what 
life is all about …….’ 
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(4) The creation of depression, anxiety and anger 
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(5) The main symptoms of depression, anxiety and anger 
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e. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) 
 
(1) Overview 
OCD is a disorder which causes a person to have intense or insistent thoughts of such a nature as to 
have a significantly disruptive affect on their life. 
  
Obsessions are ideas, thoughts, images or impulses that are senseless and “get in the way”. They 
continue even though a person may try to ignore or forget about them. 
 
Obsessional compulsive disorder refers to the combination of these obsessions with fear and guilt, or 
other unpleasant emotions, which together drive the sufferer to carry out compulsions to try and rid 
themselves of the worry. 
 
Compulsions, also called rituals, are usually actions that are repeated, but sometimes are thought 
patterns that are performed to rid oneself of a disturbing obsession. Rituals are usually carried out 
according to certain rules or in a rigid fashion, and are clearly excessive. The person recognises that the 
rituals are not reasonable but feels unable to control them. Examples include hand-washing, checking, 
or mentally repeating phrases.  
OCD can take many forms. Some people are bothered by thoughts of contamination by germs or 
chemicals; some are preoccupied by thoughts of causing accident or injury; others focus on fears about 
home security and safety, including the safety and wellbeing of others. 
  
The severity of the problem varies a lot. Obsessional problems can and do take over peoples lives, 
making regular employment or family life impossible. People find they have little or no time for anything 
other than a pattern of checking or worrying or washing. When troubled by their OCD people experience 
high levels of discomfort. Sometimes this is anxiety, sometimes it is feeling miserable or depressed, 
other times it is just a very unpleasant feeling that things are not right. 
  
Those who suffer from OCD vary widely in their personality characteristics and life circumstances. We 
also know that the types of thoughts which trouble people suffering from obsessions, occur from time to 
time in almost everyone. For example, it is extremely common for new parents to have upsetting 
intrusive thoughts about harming the new baby. Research has shown that it isn’t possible to tell the 
difference between normal intrusive thoughts occurring in people without obsessional problems and the 
thoughts experienced by OCD sufferers. What is different is what these thoughts mean to them. A 
person who doesn’t have OCD can see an intrusive thought, however strange, as “just a thought”. 
People experiencing obsessional problems become upset by the intrusion, and believe it may make 
them responsible for harm. This then effects what they feel they must do. Sufferers feel they should not 
ignore the thought but try very hard to “push it away” or else to “put it right” by some other thought or 
action. Unfortunately both these strategies can make the thoughts worse, and so the vicious circle of 
OCD develops.  
 

The most widely accepted form of psychological treatment for OCD is Behavioural Therapy. This would 
normally take the form of a structured programme of self re-education where the client confronts the 
fear pattern beginning with the easiest strategies and progressing through to the difficult areas. In the 
consulting room we would subscribe to this approach but would add a very important rider. OCD being 
an anxiety disorder will have the same basic characteristics as any other fear response. To confront a 
fear response successfully, be it fear of contamination or fear of insects requires the patient to have his 
or her anxiety well under control. From this logical perspective OCD fears can be dealt with using the 
same procedures as the clinician would use in other areas of anxiety.  
 
The widely published OCD authority, Dr Jeffery M Schwartz, suggests that not only is the problem 
exaggerated by stress, but can be caused by it. The brain chemistry that creates the OCD response is 
of our own, be it unintentional, making. It is a distorted cognitive process preceding the appearance of 
abnormal brain chemistry. Dr Schwartz in recognising OCD as an anxiety disorder advocates the 
proven effects of hypnosis to achieve success. This process, though, might be observed in degree 
rather than a “pass/fail” measurement. 
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f. Chemical Responses/Neurotransmitters 
 

Early primitive man was given quite a definite reward for being positive and successful. He was, 
scientists conjecture, given a recognisable reward when he hunted successfully – a flood of chemicals 
to the brain which gave him an enormous feeling of satisfaction and pride, and of course the urge to 
repeat this success. In evolutionary terms this ‘reward’ ensured that hunters would want to hunt and 
therefore that they and their families survived. This reward also occurred when he interacted with the 
community in a positive way – he would feel confident and happy – and they were more successful as a 
tribe than as individuals. When he successfully interacted with members of the opposite sex for 
procreative reasons there were mental, and of course physical, rewards.  
  
The reward, and we recognise it today, is that chemical response in the brain which acts as a catalyst 
for positive mentally healthy behaviour. When we think in a positive way and when we interact 
successfully we produce a constant flow of serotonin in the brain. The neurotransmitter, serotonin, is 
above all a coping mechanism. It produces a feeling of being calm and in control. This keeps us in the 
intellectual mind where we are at our most creative and innovative – obviously an advantage in 
evolutionary terms. It helped early man cope generally and it helped him cope with physical fear. It also 
helped him with physical pain. He learned the advantages of producing a good constant flow of 
serotonin. Serotonin can act as a catalyst and activate other elements of the neurotransmission system, 
including noradrenaline and dopamine. In simple terms, noradrenaline is a motivating factor and 
dopamine produces a feeling of satisfaction and fulfilment. Dopamine is produced when we are 
successful and we need success in our lives, success is a human need. 
 

g. Anti-depressants, beta blockers, valium 
 

(1) An Overview 

Antidepressant medication is a broad term for several categories of drugs that are known to reduce 
some of the most basic symptoms of depression, like sleep disturbance or loss of energy. These 
categories include tricyclic antidepressants, monoamine oxidase inhibitors,  
 
selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors and a group of drugs so different in their chemical makeup that 
they are simply called “structurally unrelated compounds”. All these antidepressants work by altering the 
concentration of certain brain message chemicals (neurotransmitters). 
 
Yapko (Breaking the patterns of depression 1997) weighs up the benefits and risks of pharmacotherapy 
succinctly: In its favour anti-depressants: 
 
1. Are not considered addictive; 

2. Are considered relatively safe to take over long periods of time; 

3. Rarely show any serious complications; 

4. May show a higher response rate in more severe depressions (there is still considerable debate 
about this point); 

5. Show a faster (but not better) rate of symptom remission that does psychotherapy alone; and , 

6. Do not depend for therapeutic effect on the skill of whoever writes the prescription (another 
debatable point). 

 
The risks/disadvantages of pharmacotherapy include: 
 
1. The higher rate of relapse when drugs alone are used in treatment; 

2. The potential for overdoses with TCAs; 

3. The presence of unpleasant side effects, ranging from mild to severe from individual to individual, 
which may lead to reduced treatment compliance or serious complications in patients with certain 
medical conditions (such as cardiac disease); 

4. The significant (50 to 60 percent) chance that the first drug tried will not work; 

5. The lack of any clear advantage of medication’s success over psychotherapy for most individuals; 

6. The unfortunate and undeserved social stigma often associated with mood-altering drugs; 
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7. The tendency to reinforce the “disease” viewpoint, which suggests depression happens to you 
(perhaps reinforcing passivity and a “victim” mentality); and 

8. The significant risk to pregnant women, or to women about to become pregnant, for foetal damage. 
 
As long as the medication is not the sole intervention and is taken as prescribed, its benefits generally 
outweigh the risks. In our practitioner capacity we can be of support to the physician and the 
medication. Particularly, we can explain the brain functioning of antidepressants and how much more 
effective they can be when used in conjunction with positive psychotherapy. Medication is the province 
of the GP’s and psychiatrists. Patients might decide to either reduce their dosage or finish their course 
of treatment whilst in our care. If they do they should do so with the full knowledge of their medical 
practitioner. 
 
Clinically, anxiety arises when the balance of certain chemicals in the brain is disturbed i.e. feelings of 
fear or apprehension stimulating the sympathetic nervous systems. Typical responses would be the 
familiar breathlessness, palpitations, digestive distress, headaches etc. Anti-anxiety drugs (known as 
anxiolytics or minor tranquillisers) are prescribed for short term relief. While these drugs are not meant 
to provide long term solutions they can give respite which can be very helpful for the practitioner and 
client alike. 
 
There are two main classes of drugs for relieving anxiety: benziodiazepines and beta blockers. 
Benzodiazepines, which are the most widely used, are given as regular treatment for short periods to 
promote relaxation. Most benzodiazpines have a strong sedative effect and are often prescribed for 
sleep problems. 
 
Beta blockers are mainly used to reduce specific symptoms of anxiety. They are most commonly 
prescribed for people who feel excessively anxious in certain situations such as interviews or public 
appearances. They can be helpful in enabling the patient to confront their fears in a calmer way. 
 
Medication in the consulting room is often a fait accompli. It should not be seen necessarily as a 
negative area. A good practitioner will always be able to work with medication and help their client get 
the best for them. 
 
 

h. R.E.M 

 
(1) An Overview. 
The R.E.M state is a trance state. When we put a person into a good hypnotic state we create R.E.M. 
We are, in fact activating the same processes that the brain itself uses during dream sleep. Often, in 
hypnosis, the person will be able to hallucinate and be able to create all kinds of realities. 
 
A dream is like a script that is processed metaphorically but is nevertheless real. When we are within 
that phase our normal conscious reality simulator is suspended. We believe in the dream. Hypnotic 
trance, because it is a R.E.M state, has similar characteristics. When we are in a trance we can shut out 
sensory information, even block out pain. 
  
Perhaps the primary function of R.E.M is related to our early programming. To assimilate information, 
particularly new information, we need the ability to enter a R.E.M state. During early life in the womb the 
foetus is programmed in the R.E.M state as to how to interpret reality in different circumstances and 
stages of life. R.E.M above all is a focus. It is during this focused state that a good parent or salesman 
can alter the recipients perceptions. During R.E.M the brain will respond to suggestion. 
  
In order to remain healthy all animals, including humans, must discharge the vast energies mobilised for 
survival. This discharge completes our activated responses to threat and to return to a more normal 
state. Joe Griffin and Ivan Tyrell in their Human Givens book talk about the National Geographic Video 
‘Polar Bear Alert’. A frightened bear is seen being run down by a pursuing aeroplane and then shot with 
a tranquilliser dart. Once tranquillised it is tagged. Later, as the massive animal comes out of its’ shock 
it begins to quiver and ends up in almost convulsive shaking. The flailing then subsides and the bear is 
seen to take three long breaths and gets back to relative normality. The narrator points out that the bear 
is ‘shaking off’ the stress accumulated during the capture. When the sequence is slowed down and 
looked at again it becomes clear that the seemingly uncontrolled leg movements are in effect 
coordinated running movements. The animal seems to be completing its ‘flight’ template, in effect 
discharging the frozen energy. 
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In life, we will come up against threatening situations almost as an everyday occurrence. Any 
undischarged energy accumulates as stress, and when we create anger or anxiety it will invariably be 
undischarged. We might get angry with our boss but we would be unwise let it out either physically or 
verbally. It is also difficult to run away from our own thoughts, our own negative imaginings. Each 
occasion will have to be dealt with though if it is not to affect the psychobiology of the person. 
 
For one reason or another, well explained in Angus Pearson’s paper, we have a limited amount of 
R.E.M sleep. It is normally about 20% of the overall pattern of sleep and sometimes the subconscious 
will restrict the pattern further. Angus again explains this in detail, and the implications are far reaching. 
If we do not accomplish what we need to accomplish during R.E.M, i.e. switching off the ‘flight’ response 
in the way of good housekeeping, then there will be a backlog. It is these leftover patterns of autonomic 
arousal that increases our overall stress and leads to inevitable loss of intellectual control. 
 
A lack of effective R.E.M sleep will lead to residual anxiety. It is known too, and here is an anomaly, that 
depressed people do too much worrying which often creates excessive metaphorical translations at 
night in sleep. This overload of dreaming uses up so much energy in the brain that it leaves the person 
exhausted.  
 
Our job as therapists is to stop patients worrying so much and thereby regularise their sleep patterns. It 
is necessary to contrive R.E.M in the consulting room to enable the absorption of new information and 
sometimes to replicate the nocturnal pattern in order to deal with trauma. 
 
(2) What happens to the brain in REM sleep. 
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(3) REM a paper by Angus Pearson 
Scientists have known for some time that both mammals and birds can go into a state of trance and the 
main telltale physiological sign that they exhibit when in this state is a fluttering of the eyelids, commonly 
called Rapid Eye Movement (R.E.M). This paper aims to explain the background behind R.E.M, the 
dream (or trance) state it accompanies and its relevance to hypnotherapy, with particular reference to 
treating depression. 
 

Trance states occur frequently and in many different forms but in all cases the individual concerned is 
exhibiting a ‘focused state of attention in which wider environmental stimuli are ignored’. (Griffin, J & 
Tyrell, I. ‘Hypnosis and Trance States: a new psychological explanation’. 1998.) For example, a tennis 
player absorbed in his match or a concert pianist absorbed in her concerto are both totally focused on 
what they are doing and unaware of what may be going on around them. Whilst these could be 
considered examples of positive trance states there are negative trance states too: anxiety, depression 
and anger. We can appreciate that someone in one of these negative states is just as blind to the world 
around them, totally wrapped up in their worries and concerns. However another good example of 
trance state is the dreaming state which of all examples of trance lends itself most easily to scientific 
research. 
 

It has been discovered that R.E.M accompanies the dreaming process (and by association all trance 
states), the process whereby instinctive templates of behaviour are being programmed into our brains. 
According to Professor Michael Jouvet the primary function of R.E.M sleep in both the foetus and the 
newly born infant is to programme the neo-cortex of the brain with instinctive behavioural templates that 
provide early metaphorical guidance in assisting the young individual to survive and conserve energy. 
Central to our understanding of R.E.M is the role of dreaming and why we dream. To make sense of this 
we need to examine The Orientation Response. 
 

The Orientation Response 
We can understand that being able to predict the future to a greater or lesser extent would be extremely 
useful for the purposes of survival. To help and forewarn us of possible threats our brains spend a lot of 
time and energy in trying to anticipate future events. Subconsciously the brain is continually providing 
and monitoring an expectation template against which any unusual or threatening discrepancies can 
quickly be spotted, ringing the appropriate alarm bells. To give an example of the Orientation Response: 
if we imagine driving along a familiar road and suddenly an unexpected shadow appears from one side 
of the road right in front of us then a powerful electrical signal in the brain triggers the appropriate 
response, be it swerving violently or slamming on the brakes. These powerful electrical signals are seen 
on an E.E.G to be sudden spikes. As a result they are often referred to as P.G.O spikes. ( The letters 
standing for the neural-pathways along which the signal is sent: Pons, Geniculate, Occipital Cortex). 
While we can appreciate how essential such a system is for helping and alerting us to and avoiding 
dangerous situations, why is it that this Orientation Response is also triggered when we are asleep? 
P.G.O spikes are shown to occur just before we enter the R.E.M dreaming state. If the purpose of the 
Orientation Response is to alert us to changes in our external environment why would it be triggered 
when we are asleep and not able to receive any sensory information? 
 

Dreaming 
Every day situations arise which challenge our instinctive behavioural inclinations. Sometimes we can 
resolve a situation to the satisfaction of our instincts. Often, however we find that our instincts are 
represses by the ‘behavioural rules’ we live by and so some emotionally charged situations are left 
unresolved in our minds. For example, we may be left frustrated when we cannot satisfy our instinctive 
urge to clobber someone when we are angry with them. We can imagine similar examples involving the 
feelings of greed, lust, envy and so on. 
Such unresolved situations occur frequently on a daily basis, usually on a subconscious level, but 
because they are so numerous our brains do not have the capacity to store all this emotionally-charged 
baggage. To solve this dilemma we have developed a system whereby the instinctive inclination is 
initially inhibited (in order that the daily life of a civilised society can continue) and then defused later in 
the night in the form of a dream. A dream is simply the metaphorical defusing of an unresolved 
emotional charge leftover from earlier in the day. 
 

Like any other process the dreaming process requires a trigger to start it. This is why the Orientation 
Response occurs when we are asleep and just before we begin dreaming. The P.G.O spike alerts our 
brains that something important is about to happen. Since we are asleep and all sensory information 
from outside is being blocked, then the P.G.O spikes cannot be alerting us to external dangers. Instead 
they are channelling the thought processes inwards to the critical job of defusing all those unexpressed 
emotional arousals in the form of a series of dreams or ‘framings’. 
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R.E.M and Depression 
Someone caught in the downward spiral of depression spends an inordinate amount of time 
introspecting and worrying. As a result, when a depressed person goes to sleep there are so many 
unexpressed arousals in need of defusing that the person will spend a large part of their sleep in the 
R.E.M state which uses large amounts of energy. This causes them numerous problems. Firstly, there 
is only so much energy that the brain can give over to dreaming. If there is too much the subconscious 
mind will say ‘enough is enough’ and wake the person up, typically around 4a.m.  

 
When a depressed person wakes up at this time they will feel exhausted, not only because their brains 
have been endlessly churning through emotionally charged material, but also because their bodies have 
not had enough ‘slow-wave sleep’ – the sleep the body needs to repair itself. No wonder that someone 
suffering from depression will typically complain of waking up early in the morning feeling exhausted. 
 
Unfortunately this is only the beginning of the problem. Because of all the dreaming that has happened 
the night before, the brain’s ability to fire the Orientation Response during the next day is significantly 
diminished – there simply is not enough energy to fire the P.G.O spikes. As a consequence of this, the 
depressed person is not being alerted to changes in their environment, even if the changes are 
beneficial, and so cannot switch their attention from one thing to another. They then find it very difficult 
to motivate themselves, even to complete the simplest of everyday tasks. 
 
If we concur with one of the fundamental beliefs held by the Human Givens psychotherapeutic model 
that having a sense of meaning is essential to mental health then the depressed person’s lack of 
motivation is quickly going to eat away at their sense of purpose and meaning. This leads to further 
negative introspection, worry, more need for R.E.M sleep and so on. This cycle will continue until the 
patterns of negative thinking are broken, a job that hypnotherapy is ideally suited to helping with. 

 
R.E.M and Hypnotherapy 
So far, we have examined the role of R.E.M in individuals and how it gives us clues to our own personal 
survival mechanisms. What we shall do now is explore why we as therapists need to replicate this 
R.E.M pattern in our clients and the beneficial changes that can then ensue; for clearly there is one 
example of trance not yet mentioned, and that is the state of hypnosis. 
 
We get a solution to a problem after spending time and energy in trying to solve it. The conscious effort 
is the necessary ingredient to focus the brain but it is when we relax and fall into the R.E.M state that 
the solution reveals itself. It is no coincidence that scientists, mathematicians and writers find their 
answers or the next stage in the plot of their books while relaxing in the bath, walking the dog or 
involved in any other activity that encourages day-dreaming. Dreams at night can also solve these 
problems. 
 
As psychotherapists we need to be aware of this process and use it to help our patients find their own 
solutions. Firstly we need to engage, getting them to focus on positive intents that will serve to direct the 
brain into solution mode. Once we have done that we can then induce the R.E.M state – i.e. a state of 
hypnosis, and through metaphor and suggestion encourage our client to discover their own solutions 
and ultimately regain control of their lives. 

 

i. Language 
 
Linguist Derek Bickerton argues that our words are our thoughts. There is no abstract thought without 
the accompanying ability to combine and create language. His study in 1997 into the link between 
language and other cognitive abilities showed that spoken language had an astonishing impact on 
infants’ brain development. In 1781, Immanuel Kant defined thinking as ‘talking to oneself’. It is now 
clear that silent articulation of speech links our thoughts with action. It is the same part of the mind that 
is activated in self talk as when we produce audible speech. 
 
Language allows for infinite combinations, meaning and categories. It gives us the ability to organise our 
thoughts and effectively communicate with others. We define ourselves with language. This ability to 
symbolically express ourselves in a very complex way comes from the information supplied from 
storage areas (the library) in the mind. It is a moot point whether or not the information in these 
storerooms is plain language, metaphor or a combination of both. 
 
We now know that the neo-cortex, where the storerooms are located, is an incredibly complex area. It 
has literally billions of potential neuronal connections and the almost inconceivable ability to remodel 
itself according to the input coming in through the senses. It can continually make new connections, 
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strengthen valuable ones and wither old ones that are no longer useful. (‘No use to you or anyone 
else.’) It can hold onto and store whatever information is pertinent to its current reality, and use that 
store of connections to modify even the emotional responses received from the emotional brain. 
 

Technical Information: The brain is not a neatly organised system. It is necessarily in a continuous state 
of flux. It could be compared to an overgrown jungle of 100 billion nerve cells, neurons, which begin as 
round cell bodies that grow processes called axons and dendrites. Each neuron has one axon and as 
many as 100,000 dendrites. Dendrites are the main way neurons get information. Axons are the main 
way by which the neurons pass information to other neurons i.e. ‘teach’ them. These nerve cells send 
out roots and branches – the axons and dendrites – in all directions which intertwine to form an 
interconnected tangle with 100 trillion constantly changing connections. There are more possible ways 
to connect the brain’s neurons than there are atoms in the universe. 
 

Llinas and others have shown that neurons do not simply sit around waiting for data to come in to 
become active. They are always active and choose whether and how to respond to stimuli. In effect the 
brain is always in ‘ready mode’, always tuned into the never-ending stream of perceptions coming in 
from the senses. However, we need to create attentiveness for the spotlight to be put on the incoming 
information. The use of selected language, in a focused state, gives us the attentiveness we need if and 
when we need to change or update the current information. Changing information will necessarily 
change perception. 
 

Information within the mind is held in areas that are often commonly referred to as maps. Maps are 
actually groups of neurons, each group acting as a unit. There are perhaps 100 million such groups, 
and apparently they range in size from 50 to 10,000 neurons in each gang.  
 

They seem to have two main missions: firstly, they are responsible for keeping the maps updated 
through the interactive flow between them. Secondly, they are there to be predictive. 
 

We need to be predictive in order to move. We could use the analogy of ‘arriving here today’ – we would 
have predicted coming here. The prediction would have been based on previous knowledge and 
imagination. There would be a ‘map’ on our forthcoming arrival. There could be differences between the 
prediction and the actuality. Without us being consciously aware, the map would be updated on our 
arrival and would be continually updated. Obviously, by the end of the day we could have a completely 
different perception of how we feel about the place or the people or indeed ourselves. We could use 
another analogy to illustrate the problem-solving aspect: What colour shall we have in here? We could 
imagine a ‘neuronal’ interior decorating team stepping forward to take on the project. Perhaps not a 
difficult job but it does mean the correct synthesis of lots of disparate pieces of data. 
 

Until about 1970 it was thought that ‘maps’ were definitive. If we thought about our grandmother we 
brought up the picture, i.e. the map that corresponded to all of our perceptions about the lady. This has 
proved erroneous. Our perception about ‘grandmother’ relies on what an American called Edelman 
refers to as ‘re-entrant signalling’. This involves the activities of many mappings of various brain regions 
and different pieces of concept, the latest pieces, being transported back and forth between the various 
regions until the latest picture is agreed. 
  

The maps within the mind are inventoried by the cerebellum, the basal ganglia and, of course, by the 
hippocampus. These three areas keep track of the maps everywhere else in the brain and order the 
brain’s output. Together they form a kind of ‘super-map’ which contains multiple local maps and all the 
information therein. This creates a system of connections for whole categories of information as well as 
patterns of movement. 
 

We have already said that we have the ability to symbolically express ourselves using language 
supplied from our maps. In reality we are converting ‘messages’ into precise language. This defines 
how we function in the world and how we evaluate our emotions. Language, therefore, by updating or 
changing perceptions can bring about a redefinition of how we interact with our environment. 
 

The mind, because of our primitive conditioning will always endeavour to make sense of whatever is 
said. We are genetically programmed to understand even the most involved syntax or grammar. One 
small thought, when grasped and disseminated throughout the brain, could change even the most 
‘deep-rooted’ perception. 
 

j. Metaphor 
 
Metaphor is part of everyday language and experience, even for the simplest things. Often the nearest 
way we can get to truth is to clothe it in metaphor. We are forced by the very nature of things to describe 
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anything at all by beginning ‘It’s like …..’ This is so, from the simplest examples, such as describing a 
new taste experience, right up to the complex, profound, multi-layered meanings projected through 
teaching stories. 
 

Creative insight can often be brought about more easily by using an analogy from one area of reality 
and seeing how it helps us make sense of another. Creativity itself is invariably brought about by 
metaphorical process. The way creative breakthroughs are made in science is often when the scientist 
recognises that a pattern that works in one area can be applied to another. 
 

Often, teachers who most influence pupils’ education are those who use anecdotes and stories to make 
their lessons real and lively. In the consulting room, a good psychotherapist will use stories and case 
histories to capture the patients’ attention and point indirectly to their own problem and how it has been 
previously overcome.  
 

When people develop emotional problems it is always because they are drawing on inappropriate 
metaphors. Problems arise because the person is distorting the current reality with their own 
interpretation. When the metaphorical templates are appropriate to the environment there is no problem. 
The map is not only appropriate, but is an accurate appraisal. By giving a person a more effective map 
you can help them change their predicament. The very metaphorical process that creates problems 
when it goes awry can itself be used therapeutically to resolve problems. 
 

One advantage metaphor has over plain language, although in essence it does the same job, is that it is 
very and obviously non-directive. Because stories are being used to present directives and suggestions, 
any resistance can often be by-passed, maximising the possibility that they will be accepted. By 
presenting ‘advice’ in this way the person certainly feels under less pressure to accept it. Metaphors 
also foster independence. It is the patient who decides how to translate the story, and indeed whether to 
take action. They can,, as a result, take more credit for the changes they make. Using metaphor also 
carries minimum risk. Should the patient feel that the story is not relevant, and sometimes we can get it 
wrong, little is lost. Often though, the meaning of the story can register with them at a later time. 
 
 

k. Personality Types - ST 
Understanding how people ‘tick’ 
 
I remember as a young boy watching in awe as the famous detective Sherlock Holmes predicted the 
character, job, personal background and interests of the owner of a walking stick that was left by 
accident in his consulting room the night before.  
 
How on earth could a simple walking stick yield such detailed information as to inform Holmes that the 
owner was an amiable, absent minded medical man who left a low ranking surgical position in Charing 
Cross Hospital 5 years earlier to pursue a career in country practice where he now occupies his spare 
time with long walks accompanied by his beloved medium sized dog? 
 
A good question and one asked not just by me but by Holmes’ ever faithful friend and companion Dr 
Watson. 
 
The explanation? Routine application of information and observation: A commemorative plate on the 
stick provides a date (1884), profession (MRCS), and therefore a hospital (CCH). General wear shows 
good use of the stick and teeth marks suggest not only the existence of a faithful dog but also clues to 
its size. As for the deduction of absent mindedness on the part of the unknown visitor, perfectly simple - 
he left his stick behind! 
 
Such extreme examples of near supernatural deduction may not be necessary in our consulting room 
but greater observation, awareness and an understanding of personality types can really give us a head 
start when building rapport and formulating what approach to take when dealing with each client. By 
phrasing questions and explanations in a way that will appeal to their personality we can quickly put our 
client at ease.  
 
A study into the banding of personality types for psychotherapeutic purposes wouldn’t be complete 
without the thoughts and character assessments of Sigmund Freud who categorised all personality 
traits into 3 main types. On first consideration this may seem rather generalised but as you look into the 
descriptions, learn them and apply them you will quickly see at least some truth in what Freud observed 
in the late 1800’s.  
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Freud’s Personality assessments 
Freud believed that people could be categorised into 3 broad personality types as a result of their early 
childhood, up bringing and the timing of their learning experiences. Unlike Conan Doyle, Freud didn’t 
create memorable fictional characters such as Holmes, Watson or Moriaty to depict his theories, 
deciding instead to provide us with the somewhat more clinical descriptions of:  

 The ORAL Stage – from birth to about 3 years 

 The ANAL Stage – from about 2.5 years to about 5 years 

 The GENITAL Stage – from about 5 years to puberty 
 
Freud’s theory claimed that these are the three main stages of human development and that it is the 
timing of when the main character traits are formed that guides the individual’s future development.  
 
We can see from looking at the list that those three developmental stages are fairly  self- explanatory 
but they can be further clarified as below. 
 
The ORAL Stage. A baby explores the world around it by placing anything it can into its mouth. Rattles, 
cloth books, building blocks, even the occasional worm will all find themselves being assessed for taste, 
texture and interest value by baby’s gurgling mouth. 
 
The ANAL Stage. This is the time where a child discovers and then begins to master bowel control. 
There is praise to be had in taking control in this area of ones behaviour and the infant soon discovers 
that holding on or letting go can be both rewarding and rewarded. 
 
The GENITAL Stage. At this point the infant is becoming curious about themselves and other peoples 
sexual anatomy. This includes the physical differences between genders and can therefore lead to the 
onset of confusion and anxiety.  
 
Freud then went on to suggest that adult behaviour is as a result of predominant character traits being 
formed in one of those periods of pre-pubescence. This is not a literal representation, rather an echo of 
past patterns of behaviour. We can explain it further by looking at each stage represented after puberty. 
 
Pre-genital, ORAL/ Schizoidal 
This would be a person whose character was formed in the Oral stage of development. We can expect 
them to be warm, friendly, honest and trusting but rather shy or retiring. They are caring and thoughtful 
with a tendency to turn emotions inward or blame themselves for everything. This can often lead to 
anxiety or a sense of failing that stops them from doing what they really what to. A lack of confidence is 
born from a feeling of not being able to express themselves fully and they will exhibit an ‘all or nothing’ 
approach to life – choosing to completely go without if they can’t have it all. It’s this same reaction that 
takes them from happy to sad in a moment.  
 
Pre-genital, ANAL/ Paranoidal 
This character is a rather controlling individual. They seek power and can be ruthless in their search. 
Such a powerful motivator can make them feel others are out to get them, therefore making them 
suspicious and accusing. They can be possessive of both people and possessions and crave 
ownership, happy to put others down or expose a rival’s weakness. There will be a strong belief in 
order, discipline and routine. Within this set we find the leaders, the movers and shakers, ready to take 
on the world. 
 
GENITAL/ Hysterical 
These are the late developers in life and often rather shallow with little or no substance to their 
character. They have no real depth to their beliefs or emotions but enjoy putting on a really good show 
of caring. They are actors craving the limelight, stardom and adoration. Fun and glamour are the main 
interests and motivations in their world. . They laugh the loudest and cry the longest - performing with 
heartfelt expression right up to curtain fall. 
 
 

The creation of a more modern approach 
Before we look any further into character development it may be wise to stop for a moment to consider 
that times have changed a great deal since Freud was in practice. Living conditions, experiences, world 
awareness and opinions of sexual practices and preferences have changed – or at least claimed to 
have - and one could argue that some of Freud’s opinions and observations are ‘of a time’ and therefore 
open to reconsideration. For example, few therapists would consider hysteria a uniquely female 
response pattern, or dare to suggest a ‘cure’ for homosexuality. We do not live in such strict confines of 
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gender, age or class as we once did but we can still apply those 3 personality types albeit in a new, less 
clinical sounding way. 
 
Warriors, Settlers, Nomads 
In his book ‘Warriors, Settlers, Nomads’ Terence Watts has created more client friendly terms and 
descriptions of those different traits and also added the intriguing suggestion that much of our character 
is made up of genetic imprint. It is Terence’s opinion that we are all ‘carriers’ of personality traits 
inherent since human kind began and that it is these traits, not just the experiences of infant/childhood 
that can be the cause of conflict throughout our life. 
 
To understand this intriguing hypothesis further we must study the background of human beings from 
their beginnings as nomadic groups through to present day and the formation of society.  
 
It is now generally agreed that the human race began as small groups of travelling, nomadic tribes. 
These tribes would have roamed in search of food, shelter and water and moved around according to 
need, supply etc. Chance encounters with other tribes would have been rare but some groups would 
have been confrontational and prepared to fight for ownership whereas others would be keen to avoid 
confrontation preferring to keep their distance. 
 
After many generations of roaming there was a gradual shift for those less warlike tribes to settle into 
communities and begin to work the land and environment. Farming the area provided them with stability 
and a sense of community that allowed them to grow both in numbers and safety. 
 
Stumbling upon a well structured self sufficient community would have been a dream come true for 
those original warrior tribes and by offering ‘protection’ they would have been able to control these 
settled communities and set down roots themselves, acting as self appointed spokesmen, soldiers and 
policemen – all the things a thriving community needs to maintain control of its people and keep the 
peace. 
 
The emergence of regimented structure, hierarchy and keen law enforcers would not have appealed to 
all members of the community and there would have been a natural break away movement by some to 
return to a simpler existence of roaming in freedom, returning once more to a nomadic life wandering 
the plains, away from the rules and regulations of THE MAN. 
 
Which brings us to modern times and a very clear parallel can be seen in our civilisation today. Our 
modern society is broadly composed of: 

 Leaders (Warriors)  

 Workers (Settlers) 

 Drifters (Nomads) 
 

After all these years of assimilation and migration we wouldn’t of course expect to be confronted with a 
client uniquely in one bracket. We are far more likely to meet a composite character with a dominant 
force of one of those 3 characters. 
 
Spotting the Personalities 
Having read through the general idea of how civilisation was created, albeit an extremely condensed 
version, you may already be able to see character traits of friends, family, people you work with and if 
you're really brave, yourself. You may already be seeing just how un-individual even the most individual 
person is when placed into their corresponding band of fellow operators.  
 

Before I get lynched by a marauding gang of irate hypnotherapy students I would like to point out that I 
am not attacking personality or any attempt to be individual or unique, I am simply pointing out that this 
desire in some of us is representative of our character build up.  
 

Always remember that the 3 archetypal personalities can be seen as the 3 corners of a triangle, each 
one equidistant from the other. However odd, controlling, pathetic or childish some of the traits may 
seem it is important to appreciate that they only seem so to you because of the viewpoint you have. 
 
Below is a description of each character drawn from the work ‘Warriors, Settlers and Nomads’ by 
Terence Watts. 
 
Warrior – (Resolute Organisational) 

 Leader 
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 Charismatic 

 Strong 

 Forthright 

 Confrontational 

 Opinionated 
 
Visual clues – the warrior will be fairly straight-faced and still. Not prone to quick movements or 
excitability. They will normally be dressed plainly with no fussiness. Exceptions being when they are in 
their official regalia – that’s likely to be imposingly eye-catching. They will be smart, austere even and 
give little away about themselves. 
 
Suggestions – on first meeting sit still, be attentive, do not rush your answers and consider yourself 
being interviewed for position of Hypnotherapist. Show them that you have all the necessary skills and 
training to advise them. Give them a reason to trust and follow your advice by making them believe you 
are the right person for the job. 
 
Settler – (Intuitive Adaptable) 

 Flexible  

 Approachable 

 Understanding  

 Anxious 

 Unsure 

 Worrier 
 
Visual clues – The settler wants to please everyone so they will be friendly and warm with plenty of 
smiles. They will be able to express their concerns and keen to hear what you have to say. Expect 
‘sensible’ clothing with a leaning toward soft colours and materials. 
 
Suggestions – Don’t allow yourself to get sucked into their sad story. Their keenness to please will often 
make them act the part of lost soul. Empathise but take each session forward. Be friendly but take 
control.  
 

Nomad – (Charismatic Evidential) 

 Extrovert 

 Lively 

 Eccentric 

 Theatrical 

 Impulsive 

 Excitable 
 

Visual clues – The Nomad will be animated and extrovert. They will share titbits of information about all 
aspects of their life with a daring lack of inhibition. There will be both tears of joy and sorrow in equal 
measure. A nomads clothing is proudly individual so expect something eye-catching. This could be 
anything from expensive designer to scruffy downbeat. 
 
Suggestions – this person will get bored quickly if you start lecturing them on the science of positive 
thought. You have to capture their imagination and make the information interesting to them. Give them 
an exciting reason to follow your suggestions. Be entertaining but don’t accept any messing around.  
 
Understanding the potential conflict 
We are given all sorts of information about how we should behave, what we should like, want etc. and 
much of this learning is the result of our upbringing. Parents have a big part to play in the formation of 
our character, teaching us the difference between right and wrong, how to behave etc. Religious and 
political beliefs are filtered down by example and rules are set according to those beliefs.  
 
It is worth emphasising that we do not inherit our archetypal character traits of warrior, settler, nomad 
directly from our parents but from a far more historic source which therefore may be completely buried 
in other members of our existing family. This of course could be the start for some very confusing 
emotional states for a child who happens say to have a very strong nomadic trait but is born into a 
family where loud theatrics is considered immature and showy. Where then would this nomad find 
expression of self without upsetting or receiving the disproval of their role models? By learning to hide 
their true feelings they may be able to fit in but naturally it would enhance that inner feeling of alienation. 
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Consider a warrior child existing in a family where gentleness and emotional expression are encouraged 
as apposed to confrontation, competition and shows of strength, which are actively discouraged. How 
awkward and confusing would it feel to never receive the strong leadership you crave. 
 
Of course it’s not just a family situation which makes us dampen our natural responses. At school the 
entertaining child is quickly labelled a show off and the organising child a bossy boots. 
 
When faced with the negative aspects of trying to be ourselves in an environment that would far prefer 
us to do what we are told many people hide away the extreme aspects of their character and just try to 
blend in with the crowd. 
 
When viewed from this perspective we can clearly see how easy it would be to develop psychological 
problems as what we really want to do or say is hidden away only to be exposed accidentally from time 
to time and labelled as negative. 
 
We can see that by understanding and embracing those 3 response patterns we have access to a tool 
that will allow us to not only avoid upsetting or alienating our clients with the wrong question or attitude 
but also to help them see these traits in themselves and learn how to use each facet in an appropriate 
way. This will enable them to feel more comfortable in doing those things that they had difficulty with in 
the past. 
 
Putting it all together 
The technique of assessing an individual should be an invisible process. We are not trying to impress 
them or give the impression that we can read their mind. It is not a party trick – leave ‘psychic readings’ 
to the TV Clairvoyants. We do not want to appear insulting by suggesting their every thought or action is 
transparently obvious and predictable! Always remember that most people, whatever their personality 
makeup, dislike the idea of being stereotyped and at first may well refuse to believe they fall into any 
category of behaviour. Of course having anticipated this particular response pattern we can avoid 
upsetting them. By emphasising the positive traits of their makeup and showing how the less helpful 
aspects can be avoided once we understand them we can help our client to move forward with a 
confidence and a true appreciation of how and why they tick and in so doing help them to help 
themselves avoid those past pitfalls of negative thought. 
 
The final word 
It can be very interesting to watch people fitting neatly into standardised patterns of behaviour and even 
more enlightening to catch yourself doing so. Don’t be surprised when you find out some new things 
about your own patterns of behaviour and that many people may well view you very differently to how 
you view yourself. 
 
Remember that none of the character types are better or cleverer than any other - This is just a 
convenient way of allowing ourselves and our clients to harness what’s appropriate when and where 
necessary in order to get the best from each session and our life in general. 
 
So as a Warrior, you can apply this logical process, as a Settler, you can benefit from the sense of 
understanding it will bring and as a Nomad you can have fun with it. 
 
Sources 
 

‘The Hound of the Baskervilles’ – Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Published in The Strand August 1901 – April 1902. 
 

‘Warriors, Settlers, Nomads’ – Terence Watts. Crown House Publishing. 2000  

 
L. Neuroscience  
 
Since the advent of sophisticated scanning devices, MRI, TMS etc., Scientists’ knowledge of the brain is 
increasing at an increasingly rapid rate. This inevitably adds to, or even changes, consulting room 
methods. 
 
(1) Mirroring 
 
Daniel Goleman (Emotional Intelligence 2006) says “In human prehistory a primal band with its 
numerous eyes and ears could be ever more vigilant for danger than could an isolated individual. And in 
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the tooth and claw world of early humans that ability to multiply sentinels – and a brain mechanism 
attuned to pick up signs of danger automatically and mobilise fear – no doubt had a great survival value. 
 
Although in extremes of anxiety we may become too swallowed up in our own fear to attune at all, in 
most of its range anxiety heightens emotional transactions, so that people who feel threatened and 
anxious are especially prone to catching other people’s emotions.” 
(Paul J Whalen et al “A functional MRI study of human amygdala responses”. Emotion 2001) 
 
When two people interact face to face, contagion spreads via multiple neural circuits operating in 
parallel with each person’s brain. Moments of contagion represents a remarkable neural event; the 
formation between two brains of a functional link, a feedback loop that crosses the skin and skull barrier 
between bodies.  
 
In systems terms, during this linkup brains “couple” with the output of one becoming input to drive the 
workings of the other, for the time being forming what amounts to an interbrain circuit. When two entities 
are connected in a feedback loop, as the first changes so does the second. 
 
The low road automatically allows rapidity. For instance the amygdala spots signs of fear in someone’s 
face with remarkable speed picking it up in a glimpse as quickly as 33 milliseconds (four hundredths of 
a second). The often unbidden reaction signalled the activity of what are called “mirror neurons”. Mirror 
neurons do just that. They reflect back an action we observe in someone else. 
 
However, Goleman, quoting Richard Davidson, said that we send and receive internal states for better 
or for worse – whether laughter, tension, encouragement. The old lyric “When you are smiling the whole 
world smiles with you”.  
 
Rizzolatti, the Italian neuroscientist who discovered mirror neurons, explains these systems “allow us to 
grasp the mind not through conceptual reasoning but through direct simulation; by feeling, not by 
thinking”. 
 
“This triggering of parallel circuitry in two brains lets us instantly achieve a shared sense of what counts 
in a given moment. This creates an immediacy, a sense of sharing the moment”.  
 
Neuroscientists call that mutually reverberating state “empathic resonance” a brain to brain linkage. 
 
The external signs of such inner links have been detailed by an American psychiatrist working at the 
University of Geneva, Daniel Stern. A developmental scientist in the Piaget tradition, Stern has also 
explored adult interactions particularly between practitioners and clients. Stern concludes that our 
nervous systems “are constructed to be captured by nervous systems of others. We can no longer see 
our minds as so independent but instead must view them as permeable. As mirror neurons bridge 
brains they create a tacit duet that opens the way for subtle but powerful transactions”. 
 
Paul Ekman, in the 1980s and his initial research into how people respond to smiles discovered the 
effect of the “happy face advantage”. Continuing on that theme modern neuroscientists believe that the 
brain has a system for positive feelings that stays primed for activity that causes people to respond 
naturally more readily to positivity rather than negativity. 
 
The brain is profoundly interpersonal. We’re used to thinking of the brain as a bounded entity, a 
“command centre,” which sits in splendid isolation in our heads. However, neuroscientists are finding 
that much brain function is an interpersonal phenomenon. Not only do brain structures and functions 
provide the means by which we connect with and make sense of one another, but through relation 
experience, parts of the brain, literally, grow.  
 
In fact, the brain, as we know it, is inconceivable without social relationships: “The traditional idea of the 
brain has been the single-skull view – an organ encased inside us whose functioning is determined 
primarily by our inborn biology.” says Siegel. “But actually we survive as a species, not so much 
because of our physical brawn, but due to our interpersonal capacity. More and more, we’re realizing 
that evolution has designed our brains to be shaped by our interpersonal environment” 
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(2) More about the high road and the low road 
 

Jonathan Cohen has pioneered what he calls ‘neuro-economics’ 
the neural forces that drive both rational and irrational forces – 
often the conflict between the high road and the low road’s 
activity.  
 
The more powerful the low roads activity, Cohen’s brain scans 
show the less rational the reactions. But the more active the 
prefrontal area, the more balanced the outcome. In an essay 
called “The Vulcanisation of the Brain” (A reference to the hyper 
rational Mr Spock) Cohen focuses on the interaction between 
high road abstract neural processing, where information is pro or 
con considered in a careful and deliberate way, and low road 
operations, where emotions and predispositions to act rashly run 
strong.  Which prevails, he argues, depends on the forcefulness 
of the prefrontal area, the mediator of rationality. “Our inventive 
pre-frontal circuitry aids us in navigating through the very dangers 
it has helped us create.  

 
Many of those perils and temptations stem from the more primal cravings of the low road as it confronts 
the explosion of opportunities for indulgence and abuse created by the high road. But we have to 
balance our short and long term interests.  
 
In such moments the high road has to be master of the low – to say ‘no’ to that second chocolate 
mousse.” 
 
When it is kept in tune by the high road system, and it would not be just the PC, the amygdala cannot or 
does not act in an over responsive, inappropriate way.  
 
The PC contains one of an array of neurons that can inhibit amygdala driven surges and can just say 
“no” to limbic impulses. As the low road circuitry sends up primitive emotional impulses the PC. 
evaluates them in terms of a more sophisticated understanding of the moment. 
 
(3) Engineering the prefrontal cortex 
 
Our memories are in part reconstructions, when we retrieve a memory, the brain rewrites it a bit, 
updating the past according to our present concerns and understandings.  
 
Each time we bring a memory to mind we adjust its very chemistry (LeDoux, new protein synthesis): the 
next time we retrieve it, that memory will come up as we last modified it. As we know the specifics of the 
new consolidation including its positioning depend on our appraisal as we recall it. 
 
Richard Davidson has found that the two brain areas most active when people are in the grip of 
distressing emotion are the amygdala and the right prefrontal cortex. When we are feeling cheery, those 
areas are quiet, while the left prefrontal cortex lights up. Activity in the prefrontal area tracks our moods: 
the right side activates when we are upset, the left when we are in good spirits. But even when we are 
in a neutral mood the ratio of background activity in our right and left prefrontal areas is a remarkably 
accurate gauge of the range of emotions typically experienced.  
 
People with more right side activity are particularly prone to down or upsetting moments while those 
with more left side activity generally have happier days. But this is not fixed. Each of us has an innate 
temperament, but the set point is not fixed because the brain is plastic. 
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“This suggests” says Davidson “that the positive state is a skill that can be trained”. 
For the monks as well as patients with depression and OCD, the conscious act of thinking about their 
thoughts in a positive way rearranged the brain. 
And then there was Pascual – Leone …………….. 
 
How the Brain Rewires itself 
It was a fairly modest experiment, as these things go, with volunteers trooping into the lab at Harvard 
Medical School to learn and practice a little five-finger piano exercise. Neuroscientist Alvaro Pascual-
Leone instructed the members of one group to play as fluidly as they could, trying to keep to the 
metronome's 60 beats per minute. Every day for five days, the volunteers practiced for two hours. Then 
they took a test. 
 
At the end of each day's practice session, they sat beneath a coil of wire that sent a brief magnetic 
pulse into the motor cortex of their brain, located in a strip running from the crown of the head toward 
each ear. The so-called transcranial-magnetic-stimulation (TMS) test allows scientists to infer the 
function of neurons just beneath the coil. In the piano players, the TMS mapped how much of the motor 
cortex controlled the finger movements needed for the piano exercise. What the scientists found was 
that after a week of practice, the stretch of motor cortex devoted to these finger movements took over 
surrounding areas like dandelions on a suburban lawn. 
 
The finding was in line with a growing number of discoveries at the time showing that greater use of a 
particular muscle causes the brain to devote more cortical real estate to it. But Pascual-Leone did not 
stop there. He extended the experiment by having another group of volunteers merely think about 
practicing the piano exercise. They played the simple piece of music in their head, holding their hands 
still while imagining how they would move their fingers. Then they too sat beneath the TMS coil. 
 
When the scientists compared the TMS data on the two groups--those who actually tickled the ivories 
and those who only imagined doing so--they glimpsed a revolutionary idea about the brain: the ability of 
mere thought to alter the physical structure and function of our gray matter. For what the TMS revealed 
was that the region of motor cortex that controls the piano-playing fingers also expanded in the brains of 
volunteers who imagined playing the music--just as it had in those who actually played it. 
 
"Mental practice resulted in a similar reorganization" of the brain, Pascual-Leone later wrote. If his 
results hold for other forms of movement (and there is no reason to think they don't), then mentally 
practicing a golf swing or a forward pass or a swimming turn could lead to mastery with less physical 
practice. Even more profound, the discovery showed that mental training had the power to change the 
physical structure of the brain. 
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(4) Grow your own brain cells 
 
The concept of plasticity is fundamental to understanding how the brain works and how exercise 
optimises brain function by fostering that quality.  
 
Everything we do and think and feel is governed by how our brain cells, or neurons, connect to one 
another. What most people think of as psychological makeup is rooted in the biology of these 
connections.  
 
Likewise, our thoughts and behaviour and environment reflect back on our neurons, influencing the 
pattern of connections.  
 
Far from being hardwired, as scientists once envisioned it, the brain is constantly being rewired. 
 
Ratey talks about the importance of exercise in the ‘Spark’ (2008) 
 
“Going for a run is like taking a little bit of Prozac and a little bit of Ritalin because, like the drugs, 
exercise elevates the same neurotransmitters.”  
 
It’s a handy metaphor to get the point across, that exercise balances neurotransmitters – along with the 
rest of the neurochemicals in the brain.  
 
“Keeping your brain in balance can change your life.” As fundamental as the neurotransmitters are, 
there’s another class of master molecules that over the past fifteen years or so has dramatically 
changed our understanding of connections in the brain, specifically, how they develop and grow. I’m 
talking about a family of proteins loosely termed factors, the most prominent of which is brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF). Whereas neurotransmitters carry out signalling, neurotrophins such as 
BDNF build and maintain the cell circuitry – the infrastructure itself.” (Ratey 2005)   
 
(5) Daydreaming 
 
“There is a huge amount of activity in the (resting) brain that has been largely unaccounted for,” says 
Marcus Raichle, a neuroscientist at Washington University in St Louis. “The brain is a very expensive 
organ, but nobody had asked deeply what this cost is all about”. 
 
Raichle and a handful of others finally tackled this fundamental question – what exactly is the idling 
brain up to, anyway? 
 
Their work has led to the discovery of a major system within the brain, and organ within an organ, that 
hid for decades right before our eyes. Some call it the neural dynamo of daydreaming. Others assign it 
a more mysterious roll, possibly selecting memories and knitting them seamlessly into a personal 
narrative.  
 
Whatever it does, it fires up whenever the brain is otherwise unoccupied and burns white hot, guzzling 
more oxygen, gram for gram, than your beating heart. 
(Extract from New Scientist) 
 
Raichle was using PET to find brain areas associated with words when he noticed something odd; some 
brain areas seemed to go at full tilt during rest, but quietened down as soon as the person started a 
mental exercise.  
 
Most people shrugged off these oddities as random noise. But in 1997 Raichle’s colleague Gordon 
Shulman found otherwise. Shulman sifted through a stack of brain scans from 134 people. Regardless 
of the task whether it involved reading or watching shapes on a screen, the same constellation of brain 
areas always dimmed as soon as the subject started concentrating.  
 
“I was surprised by the level of consistency,” says Shulman. “There was this neural network that had not 
previously been described.” 
 
Raichle and Shulman published a paper in 2001 suggesting that they has stumbled onto a previously 
unrecognised “default mode” – a sort of internal game of solitaire which the brain turns to when 
unoccupied and sets aside when called on to do something else.  
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This brain activity occurred largely in a cluster of regions arching through the midline of the brain, from 
front to back, which Raichle and Shulman dubbed the default network. 
(Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol98, p676) 
 
Raichle speculated that the default network might provide the brain with an “inner rehearsal” for 
considering future actions and choices. 
 
Randy Buckner, a former colleague of Raichle’s now at Harvard, agrees. To him the evidence paints a 
picture of a brain system involved in the quintessential acts of daydreaming: mulling over past 
experiences and speculating about the future (New Scientist, 24 March 2007, p36).  
 
“We’re very good at imagining possible worlds and thinking about them,” says Buckner. “This may be 
the brain network that helps us to do that.” 
 
(6) Trance 
 
Woolley summarises work by Gruzelier (1998) in saying 
 
“Brain studies are shedding light on the neurophysiology of hypnosis. Blood flow studies, Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET) imaging, and Electroencephalograms (EEGs) have demonstrated the 
involvement the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the thalamus and the (ponto-mesencephalic) brainstem 
in the production of hypnotic experiences. The ACC is used in weighing of cognitive functions, error and 
novelty detection and dissociation from sensory input” 
 
He notes; 
 
“A conceptual framework has been proposed which integrates neurophysiology, systems thinking and 
psychology, as complementary factors in hypnosis (citing Hasegawa and Jameson, 2002) 
 
(7) Understanding Behaviour and Mind Changing 
 
In an article titled "The Neuroscience of Leadership", Australian Executive Coach David Rock and 
psychiatrist Jeffrey Schwartz, explore what happens in our brains when faced with change.  
 
Understanding these brain processes sheds a useful light on what is required to actually change minds -
-and behaviour. "Humans have brains designed to register change as threat, and thus they often cling to 
old habits and mindsets", they say. 
 
This new understanding of how the human brain works explains very well why SFBT is so effective: 
 
When faced with change, there is a discomfort, which can be explained by what happens in the brain: 
the "working memory" which is located in our prefrontal cortex, is the part of the brain that engages 
when we encounter something new. Habits and ‘inappropriate responses’ are stored away in the 
Primitive Brain, also ‘home' to routine activities and familiar objects and processes (such as driving, 
riding a bicycle, etc) .  
 
This lower area works very well without any attention focused on it and without conscious thought. 
However, when we are faced with a new situation, the prefrontal cortex must become engaged and 
expend a lot of energy to keep the focus (when you learn to drive a car, at first, for example.) 
We have, therefore, a built-in preference to go on with the ‘comfortable', known, and to stick with less 
energy/effort demanding habits. Human brains have a very well-developed capacity to discern "errors" 
which are "perceived differences between expectation and actuality.“ The error signals are generated in 
the Primitive Brain. 
 
Therefore, the first two crucial factors we need to understand in approaching behaviour-change are: 
 

1.  Change is painful – or requires special effort. 
 
2.  When people are given a new instruction or are faced with a new piece of information, 
the brain may well activate the part of it that notices change as an ‘error', which is the more 
‘primitive' part of the brain, causing us to go into defence mode. 
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Understanding these can help us understand why systems based on telling, teaching frontally, and 
using carrot and stick methods, do not work in the long run. 
 
New connections a person makes on his own are those created by access to his or hers own thinking. 
The best way to facilitate that is by asking questions, requiring the person to access his or hers own 
powers of thinking, without any threat present.  
 
This enables the creation of new neural connections in their brain, avoiding the ‘automatic' activation of 
‘error'-based responses. 
 
(8) Brain Based Therapy 
 
Neuroscience researcher Jaak Panksepp of Bowling Green State University posits what he calls a 
seeking system in the brain. It is an inner urge to find and get, to discover and learn, to understand, and 
to satisfy curiosity. Mostly it can be satisfying curiosity about ourselves. Revision in so many ways 
satisfies this need. Human beings have always wanted to know the cause!  
 
Mary Sykes Wylie, senior editor of the Psychotherapy Networker has pointed out that for most 
therapists practicing today, training made no more of the physical brain in the head than the hair on the 
head. She surmises, though, that now and in the future, training will certainly change. Curricula will have 
to face the accumulation of knowledge coming from neuroscientists. Those in practice will be expected 
to have a real understanding of the clinical relevance of the brain structure and be able to explain the 
said relevance to clients. 
 
“In effect”, says Daniel Siegal, author of the Developing Mind, “we are taking the brain out of its black 
box and opening it up for discussion in the consulting room. I not only have a model of the brain that I 
take out, but a chalkboard I constantly use to draw brain diagrams to help people see the problems in a 
different light. Patients keep telling me things like:” you know last week when you drew that picture of 
the brain? I finally understood my amygdala. It changed my whole view of what’s been going on with me 
all these years”  
 
Wow! 
 
(9) Repetition 
 
a. Repetition in Hypnotherapy 

The repetition of ideas and concepts is most definitely a significant aspect of how humans 
communicate and greatly affects how we acquire knowledge and skills. Advertising agencies use it – 
although in ways that too often annoy their intended audiences. When studying Tai Chi in 
Nuremberg many decades ago, I remember my Chinese Malaysian master using the German 
phrase Übung macht den Meister, which roughly translates as "Practice makes perfect."  Repetition 
obviously plays a very big role in the acceptance of a message and how mastery is achieved. As all 
communication and skill mastery needs to be considered in the context of how the brain is affected, 
it is no wonder that repetition plays a role in the practice of hypnotherapy.  
 
The use of repetition in hypnosis is not new. In David Elman's classes, he instructed his medical and 
dental students to repeatedly practice every hypnotist skill and especially self-hypnosis ones such as 
glove anaesthesia. When, demonstrating a technique, which he called refraction, he also pointed out 
the value of repeatedly bringing his subject out of a trance state and then once again deepening their 
trance repeatedly so as to achieve increased depth. Then later he explained how a hypnotic subject 
will more likely conform to an operator's suggestions after receiving repeated suggestions.  
 
To go further, I look at the "use it or lose it" concept proposed by the late Canadian psychologist, 
Donald Hebb, PhD. He noted that when a rat repeated a certain behaviour pattern, the associated 
neural networks become thicker, which may provide a neurological explanation as to why repetition 
affects mastery. What logically flows from this is that once the neural pathway associated with a 
certain suggestion is established and strengthened, like any habituated thought, it results in 
increased efficiency for that idea. Additionally, Nobel Prize winner Eric Kandel, MD, PhD, when 
trying to explain how the brain encodes long-term memories, likewise pointed out that when 
sufficiently stimulated with a novel or emotionally potent idea, a certain gene in our neurons is 
expressed thereby causing them to grow more dendrites. Apparently this explains why Hebb's 
theories seem to be true. Thus, when an idea or concept is repeated, it becomes increasingly 
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efficient and therefore is more likely to be accepted in both the short and long-run – a condition that 
is facilitated by the increased thickness of the associated neural networks. 
 

b. The Power of ReRuns 
Kogod marketing professor Cristel Russell is among the first to study re-consumption, the conscious 
repetition of an experience. (Previous research has focused solely on habitual, addictive, and 
ritualistic experiences.) According to Russell—whose work with the University of Arizona’s Sidney 
Levy was just accepted to the Journal of Consumer Research—most people don’t turn to their 
favourite movies and books to remember where they’ve been, but rather to reflect on how far they’ve 
come. 
 
Russell and Levy interviewed 23 people in the United States and New Zealand about a variety of re-
consumption experiences: rereading a book, rewatching TV shows and movies, and revisiting 
geographic locations. Through their narratives—including a teenager who watched Titanic a 
staggering 100 times—the researchers identified five categories of re-consumption: 
 

Regressive:  replicating a previous experience in order to return to a former state 
 
Progressive:  revisiting an experience in order to affirm, confirm, or disconfirm an impression 

left by the experience 
 
Reconstructive: refreshing or reconstructing a memory that has evanesced or been forgotten 
 
Relational:  sharing the experience with new people in order to enhance one’s own 

appreciation 
 
Reflective:  revisiting and reconsidering previous interpretations in order to meditate and 

grow 
 
While Russell’s research explains why so many women turn to Bridget Jones's Diary to work through 
a breakup (or Thelma and Louise, depending on how bad the boyfriend), it’s also raised new 
questions. What other objects do people revisit? Are some people more likely than others to re-
consume a book or film? How prevalent are these behaviours? 
 
DVD sales only tell half the story, Russell explains. Although the majority of DVDs are purchased by 
people who’ve previously seen a film, they can remain unwrapped and unwatched for years. “Sales 
don’t give you the full experience of an object.” More qualitative research is key, she says. 
 
“I was fascinated that all the people we interviewed thought they were alone. They would say, ‘I’m 
sure I’m the only one who does this . . .’” Russell says. “Modern society is all about new things and 
evolving technology. People feel weird when they don’t try something new and, instead, stick to what 
they know and love. They’re afraid of other people’s perceptions.” 
 
That said, all the interviews had a happy ending. 
 
“After telling me about their favourite novels,” Russell says with a warm laugh, “they’d all say, ‘gee, I 
really need to read that again.’” 
 


